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1. Why Simplify Your Local
Governance Structures?
There are three broad reasons:
a. Necessity
• It may be that there are insufficient eligible
and willing people available to stand for
election as churchwardens or PCC officers,
or that the PCC risks becoming inquorate*.
In these circumstances, the three options
available are to find more people willing and
eligible to join the PCC and take on office roles,
simplify governance structures via one of the
processes outlined below and keep the church
building open as a place of worship, or simplify
governance structures and close the church
building.
• In this scenario, the clergy and PCC will ideally
recognise in advance that this situation risks
occurring, so that there is time to consider
options and take early action to avert the PCC
becoming inquorate.
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• When it comes to deciding whether to seek a
way of keeping the church open, it is important
to have evidence that it is worth doing so – i.e.
that the local community is supportive and
will value the ongoing presence of a place
of worship in the community.  This is likely to
involve some form of community consultation.

*NB. A PCC is inquorate if the number of lay members
does not outnumber the number of clergy – if this is either
already the case or likely to become the case for your PCC,
please notify your Archdeacon, who will guide you towards
the best course of action for your situation.

• It is also essential that there is/are another
parish(es) that will be willing to become
involved in the governance of the church
concerned via one of the options below –
particularly since, in this scenario, the other
parish(es) is/are likely to have to put in most of
the work.
b. Choice
• It may be that there are sufficient people on the
PCC, but that the clergy, churchwardens and
PCC decide that it would be wise, for the sake
of efficiency, releasing energy and capacity
for mission and promoting unity, to consider
merging governance with another parish or
parishes.  This can help to facilitate Mission
Community working.
• Again, there will need to be another parish(es)
interested in doing the same thing – but in this
case the parishes might be considered more
equal partners.
c. Necessity and Choice
• It may be that several PCCs are in a fragile
position and so need to make changes to their
governance structure, and that they choose to
do so together in order to gain a critical mass.

2. What Does Simplifying
Governance Involve In Practice?
There are three ways of doing this:

b. Joint Council

• There are three ways of simplifying local
governance structures, and all of the
approaches require collaboration with another
parish, or parishes.

• Changes to the Church Representation Rules
in January 2020 allow ‘connected parishes’ to
make Schemes to establish Joint Councils.

• Option A is informal and can be organised
locally.  It can be a good way of increasing
collaboration and trying different methods of
working before committing to options B or C,
which are formal legal processes.  Option B
is more easily reversible than option C, so we
recommend that, where possible, you pursue
option B first, with the possibility of moving to
option C in the future.

a. Informal Forum
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• There is nothing to stop groups of parishes
working informally together, provided the
individual PCCs continue to fulfil their statutory
functions and make formal decisions.
• An informal council might involve
representatives from the clergy, churchwardens
and PCCs of the different parishes, who meet
together periodically to discuss matters
of interest to the whole group or Mission
Community.  Discussion would be fed back to
the individual PCCs, who would make formal
decisions as needed.
• Note that an informal forum has no legal status,
must not open any bank accounts, and is
essentially a forum for discussion.  Meetings of
informal forums cannot replace PCC meetings.

• Parishes are deemed to be ‘connected’ if they
belong to the same benefice, if they belong to
benefices held in plurality or if they are in the
area of the same Group Ministry.
• Two types of Schemes can be made:
- The first transfers only certain property,
rights, liabilities and functions – as specified
– of the individual PCCs to the Joint Council.
In this case, the individual PCCs continue to
function alongside the Joint Council, but are
likely to hold fewer and shorter meetings.
- The second transfers all the property, rights,
liabilities and functions of the individual PCCs
to the Joint Council, putting the individual
PCCs into abeyance.  No separate PCC
meetings are held and the Joint Council
does everything.  This is the best option if the
aim is to simplify things as much as possible.
• In all circumstances, the individual parishes
continue to exist and each one must continue
to hold an Annual Parochial Church Meeting
(APCM).  It is the individual APCMs which elect
the members of the Joint Council.
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c. Pastoral Reorganisation
• This involves uniting two (or more) parishes,
with one (or more) of the churches involved
usually becoming a chapel of ease or, in some
cases, closing.
• There are two ways of doing it:
- Unite two (or more) parishes to create a
new parish (the Parish of X and Y), with one
of the parish churches usually becoming
a chapel of ease.  New bank accounts are
required, but any restricted funds remain
restricted to their original purpose.  This
option is more likely to be suitable where
pastoral reorganisation is chosen by two or
more relatively healthy PCCs, for reasons of
simplification.
- Dissolve one parish (or more) and transfer
the area of that parish into an adjacent
parish (The Parish of X with Y).  The adjacent
parish takes on the assets of the dissolved
parish(es), and the church building(s) in
the dissolved parish(es) usually become(s)

a chapel of ease, or might close.  Any funds
remain restricted to their original purpose.  
This option tends to be suitable where
pastoral reorganisation is needed to prevent
the closure of one church, and another PCC
agrees to take on responsibility for the parish
and building, or where a particular parish
church is no longer viable.
• The £2,000 Common Fund building off-set
applies to all church buildings (whether parish
churches or chapels of ease) in the new or
expanded parish.
• Residents have the right to marry in any parish
church in the new or enlarged parish, and
chapels of ease may be licensed for marriages.
• Burials continue in all open churchyards and
provided that at least one churchyard is open,
everyone resident in the new or enlarged parish
has the right of burial.  In practice, the actual
location would be agreed with the Incumbent
as is currently the case in a single churchyard.

How Do We Go About Simplifying
Our Governance Structures?
• When considering the possibility of forming an
informal forum, Joint Council or undertaking
pastoral reorganisation, clergy, churchwardens
and the PCC should consider whether the
proposed changes would support the vision for
the mission community set out in the Mission
Action Plan.
• All three processes should therefore begin
with an informal discussion involving  the
clergy, churchwardens and PCCs concerned
(or perhaps a “working party” involving
representatives from the parishes concerned).  
This might take place in the context of the
“Lightening the Load” course.  The Archdeacon
should also be involved in the conversation at
an early stage.

a. Forming an Informal Forum
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- The decision to form some sort of informal
forum can be made by the PCCs concerned
there is no formal process involved. Such
bodies have no formal status and, therefore,
do not offer a solution in cases of fragile
governance.
- The membership of the forum can be
decided locally, but is likely to comprise
representatives from the clergy,
churchwardens and PCCs of the parishes
concerned.
- The function of the forum might be to
discuss matters of joint interest to the
Mission Community or the parishes
concerned, and to take back suggestions or
recommendations to the PCCs.  An informal
forum might, for example, be tasked with
working through “Lightening the Load” on
behalf of the Mission Community.
- A memorandum of understanding setting
out the relationship between the PCCs and
the forum should be drawn up.  However,
if the PCCs wish to delegate the making of
any decisions it is recommended that they
consider forming a Joint Council.

b. Forming a Joint Council
- Joint Councils are formed by the Annual
Meetings (or Special Parochial Church
Meetings convened for this purpose) of the
parishes involved.  The parishes make and
agree a Scheme to provide for establishing
a Joint Council to which all or some of the
assets, rights, liabilities and functions of the
individual PCCs can be transferred.  
- Before starting to draft any Scheme for a
Joint Council you will need to decide on
what assets, rights, liabilities and functions
of all the PCCs involved will be transferred
to the Joint Council and on the membership
of the Joint Council, which must include
representatives of every parish involved
(these could be Churchwardens and/or an
agreed number of members elected at the
APCM).   
- It is possible, if desired, to begin with a partial
transfer of functions to the Joint Council; with
the potential for outstanding functions to be
transferred at a later date.
- Once informal discussions have taken
place, you should contact the Synod
Office, as it is essential that the Scheme,
as a legal document, be worded correctly.  
It is strongly advised that you use the
diocesan templates, as this will make the
task far easier: incorrect wording can have
unforeseen consequences.
- After being agreed locally, Schemes have
to be ratified by the Bishop’s Council and
Standing Committee before they can take
effect.  
- Bishop’s Diocesan Council has decided that
due to the time and effort that are required
in scrutinising Draft Schemes, due to the
potential for unforeseen consequences,
that the parishes concerned must bear all
the legal costs associated in drafting and
scrutinising a draft Scheme that does not use
the Diocesan Template.  Any draft Scheme
submitted to BDC which does not use the
Diocesan Template and which contains an

error or which BDC cannot approve for any
other reason will be rejected and returned to
the parish concerned.
- It should be noted that, once the APCM has
transferred a particular right, liability, asset
or function to the Joint Council, the PCC has
no power to vary the decisions made by the
Joint Council in that area, unless the APCM
withdraws the parish from the Scheme or all
the APCMs of the parishes concerned agree
to amend it.

c. Undertaking Pastoral Reorganisation:
- In the first instance, the possibility of pastoral
reorganisation should be explored locally,
with agreement from all parishes that will be
implicated.  
- You will need to be sure of local support:
if another PCC agrees to take on legal
responsibility for a church building, will the
local community rally around to support the
day-to-day upkeep of that building, perhaps
through creation of a Friends Group?
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- The Archdeacon should be involved at
an early stage, and it is also a good idea
to inform both the Rural Dean and Lay
Chair of Deanery Synod, since both sit on
the Committee that considers proposals,
and have a formal say in the consultation
process.

- The legal process is led by the Diocesan
Mission and Pastoral Secretary, who should
be brought into the conversation once it has
been decided locally to pursue this option.   
Once the Mission and Pastoral Secretary
begins the legal process, it should take
around 6 months, provided there are no
objections.  

• As you explore the options set out above, it
will be important to consider how each of the
individual church buildings involved will be
cared for, and how they will continue to serve
their local communities and the wider Mission
Community.  
• You may wish to explore options such as
setting up Friends Groups to care for the church
buildings or making one or more of the church
buildings a Festival Church.
• While these considerations should be part
of your initial discussions, it is advised not
to instigate them formally until sustainable
governance solutions are in place.
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More Information
• If you would like to discuss your individual situation, please book onto a
Zoom “Simplifying Governance” Question and Answer session.  The dates
of theses will be advertised in Roots and Shoots. This is an opportunity to
speak with the diocesan officers involved in running these legal processes.  
• For more information on Joint Councils, see the Church Representation
Rules 2020, Part 9, Section C and the more detailed diocesan guidance
and templates.
• For more detail on the Pastoral Reorganisation process, contact Sophie
West, the Diocesan Mission and Pastoral Secretary
sophie.west@exeter.anglican.org
• For information about setting up Friends Groups, see Growing the Rural
Church’s Friends Group toolkits or contact Lizzy Anderson
elizabeth.anderson@exeter.anglican.org
• For information on becoming a Festival Church, see Growing the Rural
Church’s Festival Church toolkit and application pack or email
gtrc@exeter.anglican.org.

